
How Best-Practice Enterprises are Learning to 
Navigate the “New-Game” Landscape and Reaping 

the Rewards of Unflinching Customer Focus



What is a Customer Value Proposition (CVP)?

Customer Value Proposition: The combination of 
experiences (benefits, tradeoffs, price) any business 
delivers to its customers vs. competing alternatives.   

Thus, your entire 
enterprise is a “VDS” 
(Value Delivery 
System), that delivers 
a lineup of “CVPs” 
(Customer Value 
Propositions) to 
chosen targeted 
market spaces and 
customer segments. 

Has your 
enterprise 
chosen and 
committed 
to a lineup of 
synergistic 
CVPs that 
delivers 
supranormal 
profitable 
customer 
value?



What is a Value Delivery System (VDS)?

Value Delivery System: How the chosen CVP is delivered.

The VDS is the vital core business execution 
engine of any enterprise, and it includes all of 
the products, services, assets, infrastructures, 
partnerships, key functional activities/agendas, 
etc. relevant to both profitably providing and 
communicating the CVPs to all target segments.

choose 
the cvp

provide 
the cvp

communicate 
the cvp

All functional actions should echo the CVP.



What is DITLOC?

DITLOC: Day-In-The-Life Of Customers Study.

It’s the best-practice methodology used 
by multifunctional business teams. 

It’s how they vicariously “live the life” of 
their targeted customer communities. 

It’s how they creatively infer winning 
CVPs and VDSs that transcend what 
targeted customers can imagine—much 
less request—on their own.
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‘To-Be’vs.
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1. Situation Analysis. What’s the lineup of de facto CVPs/VDSs we are executing today? 
How competitively robust are they, given the changing landscape?

2. Common Mindset. What tools, methods, disciplines, and protocols do our executives 
need in order to gain a highly imaginative understanding of customers’ unmet needs? 

3. Groundwork for Field Research. What materials and preparation are needed to 
support our executives to engage with the customer community in the field research?

4. Day-In-The-Life-Of-Customers (DITLOC) Field Research. What are the unmet customer 
community needs that represent opportunities to deliver more profitable value? 

5. CVP/VDS Design and Engineering. What strategic options emerge from the DITLOC 
research, with each defined as a CVP/VDS that we could potentially execute? 

6. CVP/VDS Concept Testing. Based on deeper dive customer research, would customers 
choose the imagined CVPs/VDSs—in what numbers, with what financial impact? 

7. Choosing and Committing. What CVP/VDS lineup optimizes the business unit’s wealth-
generation potential? What are the business case and go-forward implementation plan?

7 Phases to Customer-Centric 
Value-Delivery Engineering. 



Select Companies Where Value-Delivery 
Engineering Has Been Implemented.

Insurance & financial services

Aerospace & defense

Chemicals, pharmaceuticals & healthcare

Dining, hospitality, consumer goods & retail

Energy & natural resources

Engineering, building & construction

Media & publishing

High technology

Telecommunications

Transportation & logistics



Business Results at These 
Enterprises and Beyond.

While results varied by engagement, 
leadership reports the following feedback:* 

w Embedding of an “outside-in” mindset that 
persists well after the engagement.

w Direct attribution for both improved 
contract win-rates and contract execution.

w Significant improvement in business results 
and industry performance ranking.  

w Development of innovative, breakthrough 
solutions not previously on the table.

w Highly customizable approach that can be 
institutionalized for competitive advantage.

“The only 
problem with 
their material 
is that now our 
competitors 
may learn 
why we have 
been killing 
them in the 
marketplace all 
these years.”

—Rollin King 
Former Southwest 
Airlines Director

*Testimonials and references available on request




